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The Harp-Lute in Michael Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum: Interpretation and
Reconstruction – A Practical Report
Having completed the BSc in Musical Instruments at London Metropolitan University, I was looking
for an opportunity to conduct some further academic research and to gain more instrument making
experience. An opportunity arose to study on the MA by Projects course at London Met, this flexible
research based course allowed me to combine my interest in research with my love of instrument
making. Having mainly studied guitar making as an undergraduate, I was looking for an interesting
challenge which would expand my instrument making skills and knowledge. Thinking back to the
many instrument history lectures given by my dissertation supervisor Lewis Jones, I remember being
captivated by the many woodcut plates of musical instruments in Michael Praetorius’s Theatrum
Instrumentorum. In particular a strange instrument on plate XXXVI seemed almost magical to me, like
something out of a fantasy novel I was drawn to its hybrid nature (being part lute and part harp). On
discovering that there was little surviving information pertaining to this instrument, I decided that
researching and reconstructing this instrument would be a suitably challenging project to undertake for
the MA.
During the period between September 2012 and September 2013, I set about researching and
reconstructing this instrument for the MA by Project. The reconstruction is very much a prototype; it is
a learning aide and test piece, I am not a lute maker; in fact this is the first lute-type instrument I have
ever made. Given my limited experience in the field, I would consider myself more a practical historian
rather than a skilled instrument maker at this point. I gladly welcome any comment or criticism of my
work and look forward to debating this instrument further.
This reconstruction project would not have been possible without the help and guidance of my
supervisor Lewis Jones, for whom I am indebted.
My deepest thanks go to Marcos Kaiser Mori, Nick Pyall and Rita Walker for their advice on
practical aspects of the project. Extra mention must go to the musical instrument workshop technician
Mick Battley who tirelessly provided his time, tools, equipment and advice throughout the construction
process.

Introduction
Towards the end of Michael Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum (1620) 1, lays plate XXXVI 2, the
woodcut contained on this plate depicts an instrument for which there is no known extant example.
This instrument, which many organologists refer to as a ‘harp-lute’ is quite unique in design for its
time.

This instrument is so devoid of documentation that it has, for nearly 400 years escaped detailed
investigation. The unusual hybrid nature of the instrument (which combines the body of a lute with a
neck and method of stringing more common to the harp), mean that although its importance has been
acknowledged by organologists, it has not yet received the attention it deserves.
Using plate XXXVI in the Theatrum Instrumentorum as a datum, the purpose of this work was the
detailed exploration of the instrument through academic investigation and practical reconstruction.
Using historical and modern sources, an attempt to ascertain the viability and use of the instrument
through a reconstruction process was undertaken. The reconstruction itself is based on the assimilation
of these sources and the use of informed speculative theories where factual evidence was absent.
Although every effort was made to ensure materials and construction techniques were as historically
accurate as possible, time restraints meant that some practical operations required the use of modern
tools.
Given the limited duration of the masters program, it was not possible for this project to explore every
desired research path or review all documentary evidence as had been hoped. In addition to this, the
lengthy process of collating the research data has left the division of time spent between the
investigation and reconstruction elements of the project unbalanced in favour of the research process.
This was a bi-product of the desire to present a detailed overview of the instrument both academically
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and physically. Whilst this has to a degree restrained the reconstruction element, it has provided a
substantial and wide ranging investigation of the Praetorius harp-lute.
Research
The research undertaken for this project was very extensive in its scope; however, for the purposes of
this practical report only information directly pertaining to the reconstruction of the instrument is
presented. For those interested, the complete work contains chapters covering:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Michael Praetorius: His Life, Works, Movements and Acquaintances
The Printing Revolution and Music Publishing in Seventeenth-Century Germany
Praetorius’s Syntagma Musicum Volume II De Organographia
Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum
The Art of the Woodcut
Plate XXXVI Evaluation
Religious, Political, Economic and Social Considerations
Theorising Origins for the Harp-Lute
The Problem with the Modern Interpretation of Historical Sources
Extant Historical Musical Instruments
Iconographical Sources
Performance Practice
Musical Instrument Reconstructions
Historic Lute Construction and Materials
Viability
Historical Influence

Key Sources
The harp-lute in Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum is odd in that along with having no known
extant example, there is also little reference to it in primary, secondary or tertiary sources. Given this
fact, only a small number of sources were directly relevant to the reconstruction process. The remaining
research used was gathered from extant instruments and secondary sources observing and investigating
historical instrument construction.
The most important source regarding the harp-lute is Michael Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum; 3
this publication contains forty two woodcut plates of musical instruments, some of which refer to
accompanying text in his Syntagma Musicum II de Organographia (1618). 4 It is in the Theatrum
Instrumentorum that we find plate XXXVI 5 which shows a detailed and slightly perspective front view of
the harp-lute. The plate also contains depictions of a psaltery and a hackbrett.
A potential reference to the harp lute can be found in Oscar Doering’s Des Augsburger Partriciers
Phillip Hainhofer Resien nach Innsbruck und Dresden (1901). 6 In his investigation and commentary on
3
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parts of the travel diaries of Phillip Hainhofer the Seventeenth-Century diplomat, Doering discusses the
possibility that an instrument Hainhofer mentions may be the harp-lute instrument as featured in the
Theatrum Instrumentorum.
Sibyl Marcuse in her book A Survey of Musical Instruments (1975), 7 offers her own opinions on the
Praetorius instrument in the section titled ‘Harp Lute’. Marcuse goes as far as describing parts of the
instrument and even theorising on some of its material and constructional properties, the only source
found thus far to do so. Marcuse also suggests two historical sources which she claims mention the
Praetorius harp lute, one of which was previously suggested by Doering some seventy-four years earlier.
Marcuse also suggests that the Praetorius harp-lute influenced the designs of Edward Light’s harp lute
instruments at the end of the eighteenth century.
The suggestion that the design for the Edward Light harp lutes were influenced by the Praetorius
harp-lute is echoed by Emanuel Winternitz in his brief commentary of the Praetorius harp-lute in his
Musical Instruments of the Western World (1966). 8
Julius Von Schlosser’s Die Sammlung Alter Musikinstrumente III (1974),9 documents instruments in
the collection of what is now the musical instrument part of the ‘Kunsthistorisches Museum’ in Vienna.
Schlosser offers information on the so called ‘harp cittern’ by Tieffenbrucker and also briefly mentions
the harp lute in Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum as being an instrument of similar uniqueness.
Stephen Bonner’s article "Harp-lute (ii)." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online (2013), 10 also
briefly mentions the Praetorius instrument as an unnamed variant of a harp-lute. It should be noted
however, that the main source for this reference is Marcuse’s survey of instruments.
The two English translations of Syntagma Musicum II de Organographia (which contain the Theatrum
Instrumentorum appendix), by Harold Blumenfeld 11 and David Crookes, 12 offer easily accessible
versions of the publication translated from the original German and also include additional
commentary and corrections of errors. It should be noted however, that the David Crookes translation
in particular has simplified descriptions of some instruments which are not direct translations of the
original publication. This can be misleading and not particularly helpful in places.
Preliminary Investigation of the Praetorius Harp-Lute
On plate XXXVI of Michael Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum is a woodcut which contains
depictions of a psaltery a hackbrett and an odd lute. It is the odd lute on this plate that is the subject of
this project, whilst visibly having a lute like appearance it also seems to be strung in some way like a
harp.
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Praetorius gives no name or classification for the instrument and no maker is acknowledged. Unlike
many of the other instruments depicted in the Theatrum Instrumentorum, this instrument has no
lengthy description or pitch information listed for it in his Syntagma Musicum II. Currently the only
known period references to this instrument appear in the Theatrum Instrumentorum, these are a brief
description at the bottom of the plate and a brief note in the index. Translation of the German text at
the bottom of plate XXXVI describes the instrument as ‘A peculiar lute which is played in the style of a
harp’. It should be noted that there are other slightly different English translations of this text such as
the one by Harold Blumenfeld that gives the description as ‘A unique lute played in the manner of a
harp’. 13 Whilst the differences are slight, the term unique would indicate a one off instrument and the
term peculiar may suggest a limited level of production. Translation of the reference in the index reveals
13
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that the plate contains ‘Two newly invented instruments, one of which is in the form of a dulcimer the
other in the form of a harp’. 14 A long description of the third instrument the psaltery is also present in
the index.

Sibyl Marcuse in her book A Survey of Musical Instruments discusses the Praetorius harp-lute and
evaluates some aspects of its construction. Marcuse states that:
Praetorius’s anonymous instrument has an outsized, extra-robust lute body, short neck and long
pegbox bent forward (instead of backward as usual); a narrow string holder, probably of metal, is set
obliquely on the belly. Twenty-four metal strings appear to have been attached to pins driven into the
string holder in exactly the same manner as they were in the bandora and similar instruments, and are
tuned by pegs inserted into the bent section of the neck. Thus we have a columnless harp with lute
body for a resonator. The neck is unfretted, for all the strings are open ones.15
For this project, the decision was taken to avoid Marcuse’s evaluation of the instrument; this is
because several of her statements or suggestions appear to conflict the information contained within the
woodcut itself.
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Plate XXXVI Woodcut Evaluation
As per Praetorius’s description of the instrument, it seems to have the appearance of a lute in terms of
its body, but is strung like a harp in single courses.
The neck also appears to be unfretted.
The slightly perspective view of the instrument seems to indicate a lute bowl type construction for the
back of the instrument, although the apparent absence of a bowl cap is a concern.
Between the ribs of the instrument that make up the bowl, there seem to be spacers. The body of the
instrument is slightly more pear shaped than most lutes of the period.
The body appears to have binding around the top much as one would expect to see in a lute of the
period.
The rosette is in a much higher position than lutes of the period; it also appears that it may be made
of parchment for the inner design with some kind of inlay design for the outer part. This is unlike
most lutes which would have had the rosette carved out of the soundboard itself.
It clearly has twenty-three strings; this is contrary to Marcuse’s statement that it has twenty-four.
Looking at the design of the bridge and pegs, one is inclined to think it would have been strung with
gut strings. This would be consistent with the string materials used for lutes and harps of the period.
Marcuse however, believes it was strung with metal strings; this is possibly because historically the other
two instruments depicted on the plate would have been strung with wire. 16
The bridge although extremely long seems to follow a similar design and stringing setup to standard
lute bridges. Looking at the shape one would think it was made from wood but Marcuse believes that it
was made from metal, this would make sense if it was indeed strung with metal strings. 17
The pegs fitted in the headstock appear to be of a standard lute type design and would most likely be
made of wood.
It is difficult to clearly see the nut of the instrument as the woodcut is quite unclear in this part,
however if it was strung with gut then it would most likely be made from wood or bone.
The headstock seems to be at a right angle to the neck whilst potentially being tilted slightly upwards.
The woodcut is slightly confusing in this regards and it can be interpreted in many different ways.
Other than the rosette and evidence of a carved scroll (far right of the headstock), the instrument does
not appear to be particularly decorative.
Harp-Lute Reconstruction Process
The following information is an overview of the process undertaken for the reconstruction of the harplute as depicted in Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum.
Deciding the Scale of the Praetorius Harp-Lute
Deciding the scale of the Praetorius harp-lute was a complicated task given that the plate it is on has no
scale bar, there is no period reference to the instruments size and there is no known extant example. 18
As the instrument appears to be unfretted and is thus open strung, it could easily hold numerous
tunings and as such the lengths of the strings could also vary to a fair degree. One option was to look at
the other instruments in the woodcut (the psaltery and hackbrett) and try to match their dimensions
16
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with similar extant instruments; unfortunately no surviving instruments of their kind exist from around
the same date as the publication. The other problem with these instruments and indeed any common
instrument parts depicted on the plate is that in reality there was so much variation in instrument
design during the period, one would have to be certain to be comparing work by the same maker or
region of manufacture to guarantee an accurate correlation of dimensions. It should also be noted that
the plate contains some architectural details of what appear to be a window in the background, once
again these details are too spurious to use for any accurate indication of scale. Given the limited options
available the most logical step seemed to be to take details of the harp-lute itself such as pegs and
soundboard dimensions and attempt to find examples of these in extant lutes and iconographical
sources. However, unless the research process could link the Praetorius harp-lute to a particular maker
for which extant instruments survive, there would always be a degree of inaccuracy in using this
method. Transposing the scale bar from the plate concerning the more common lute instruments
(XVI) onto plate XXXVI was another option explored. 19
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Researching details of extant lutes from sources such as Ernst Pohlmann’s Laute Theorbe Chitarrone: die
Lauten-Instrumente: ihre Musik und Literatur von 1500 bis zur Gegenwart 20 and ‘Musical Instrument
Museums Online’ 21 highlighted that although there were definitely patterns to lute making and specific
traits attributed to specific makers or regions of manufacture, there was still quite a degree of variation
at times. From the research conducted thus far, it has not been possible to accurately suggest who may
have made the Praetorius harp-lute.
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In light of these issues, it was decided that another course of action would be to take some of the
knowledge gained from the investigation of extant lute dimensions and produce some scaled drawing of
the Praetorius harp-lute taking this information into account.
Using a facsimile of a 1620 copy of Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum from the ‘British Library’,
four scale factors were calculated to give the longest bass string on the instrument a length of 750mm,
850mm, 950mm and 1000mm respectively. These lengths roughly correlate to, or fit in between string
lengths of various lute, archlute, theorbo and chitarrone instruments as surveyed by Pohlmann. The
scale factors were then used to calculate dimensions for the rest of the instrument, after all the
dimensions were calculated, four drawings at each of the different scales were produced. Once the
drawings were completed, they were assessed with the help of my supervisor Lewis Jones in regards to
viability of their size. We both agreed that the drawings with the longest string lengths at 1000mm and
950mm, made the instruments body size appear so large that the instrument would potentially be
extremely difficult to play in a sensible manner. The 750mm length instrument appeared to have a
body size similar in dimension to some smaller lutes of the period; this seemed a bit small for an
instrument with such a large amount of strings. The 850mm string length drawing however seemed
fairly sensible in size, and its string length roughly fitted in with known string lengths of some extant
lutes. It also made the peg sizes and rosette appear to fit in with those of some extant instruments
surveyed. Interestingly, transposing the scale bar from plate XVI (the lute family) on to plate XXXVI
gave the Praetorius instrument a string length of around 1000mm on the longest string (allowing a
margin of error). However the drawing exercise showed that an instrument produced at that size would
probably be so cumbersome it would not allow for an efficient playing technique. Given the lack of
accurate and definite information pertaining to the instruments scale, a decision was made to
reconstruct the instrument with the longest bass string being 850mm in length. This was based on a
combination of extant instrument research, the scale drawing exercise and informed speculation.
Designing the Harp-Lute Bowl
After the scale had been chosen, the next step was to design the harp-lute bowl. We can see from the
woodcut that the edge rib and rib next to it for the bowl are visible. From studies of extant instruments
by people such as Robert Lundberg and Stephen Barber, we know that the edge ribs were between 3050% wider than the other ribs; therefore we are able to work out the widths of the ribs using our scale
factor on the edge rib and reducing it accordingly. 22 However we have no indication of the maximum
depth of the bowl. We know from studies by Lundberg and others that the shape of the bowl was
complex and its volume and air mass distribution inside had an effect on the tone of the instrument. 23
It is also apparent that the volume inside the bowl varied between makers; this however had to be
balanced with the practicalities of the instruments use. Investigating MIMO and Pohlmann’s work,
showed that a great number of extant lutes were around 140mm, 150mm, 160mm, 170mm or 180mm
in depth at their deepest points.
The decision was made to make some test sections of the deepest part of the body using these
maximum depths, and the ribs dimensions from the woodcut. One problem still remained though, how
to determine the curvature of the bowl? Once again, historically this changed over time and between
makers so it was hard to know for sure. In the end it was decided to use the curvature of an extant
instrument which was easily accessible and had good technical drawings available. The instrument
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chosen was the Magno Tieffenbrucker chitarrone held at the ‘Royal College of Music’ in London. 24 It
was also chosen because of its origin being Venice; this is relevant to one of the theories pertaining to
the origin of the Praetorius harp-lute as discussed in the complete dissertation. The drawings for this
instrument were produced by Ian Harwood. The bowl curvature of this instrument was used to design
and produce the rib test pieces. 25

Ian Harwood, Scale Drawing of a Chitarrone by Magnus Tieffenbrucker, Venice, 1608. 26
Test ribs of scrap maple were glued to MDF templates of the widest (always the deepest) part of the
Praetorius harp-lute (as per the chosen scale factor). Faux ebony spacers were also included; this was in
an effort to ascertain an accurate number of ribs against body depth to see if any correlations could be
made with any extant instruments. Out of the five body depths tested the 150mm depth seemed the
most sensible, given the large width of the body any bowl with a larger depth than that would possibly
become quite unwieldy. The number of ribs that this depth of bowl seemed to indicate was also
consistent with extant instruments surveyed by Pohlmann.
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After the body depth was decided, a scale drawing of the back and the bowl was made. The bowl
curvature of the Magno Tieffenbrucker instrument, and the body depth of 150mm from the depth
experiments were used to produce it.

The harp-lute mould could now be made using the technical drawing. Having drawn the bowl in more
detail and more accurately for the technical drawing, it was found that the number of ribs increased
from the number estimated via the test piece experiment by two. Despite this, the number of ribs on
the technical drawing was still consistent with extant lutes from the period.
Tools and Glue
A wide range of both machines and hand tools were used during the reconstruction process, where
appropriate an indication of the main tools used for a specific operation have been noted. In general a
block plane, a set of chisels and a scraper were the most common hand tools used, not including
essential tools such as rules and pencils etc. A bending iron, band saw, pillar drill and lathe were the
most common powered tools/machines used, although some minor use of other machines did occur at
times.
All gluing operations on the harp-lute itself were carried out using bone animal glue. Titebond glue
was also used during the construction of the mould and Araldite was used for attaching part of the
mould supporting arm.
Making the Harp-Lute Mould

Information for the manufacture of the lute mould was collected from Henri Arnaut de Zwolle’s
manuscript, 27 Stephen Barber’s comments on the lute mould 28 and Robert Lundberg’s guide to the
manufacture of lute moulds. 29
The lute mould is in essence a tool; its function is to provide a base for the creation of the lute bowl.
With this in mind and given the time restrictions of the project, some machinery was used to cut some
of the profiles and blocks for the mould. It should also be noted that modern Titebond glue was used to
join the parts of the mould together. Given the limited period information pertaining to lute moulds, it
seemed unnecessary to limit oneself to historical constructions methods in regards to this task. The type
of mould required was decided based on Stephen Barber’s comments on lute moulds, and the lute bowl
experiments conducted. Barber states that if the lute you are making has a number of ribs that exceeds
thirteen, then a solid wood mould must be used; this is to ensure that the bowl produced is as accurate
as possible. 30 The toast rack type moulds as he calls them, which are bulkheads only, are not as accurate
and are only suitable for lutes with a low number of ribs.
The wood used for the mould is tulip; this wood was used because it is cheap and easy to carve, it was
not chosen for any historical reason.
Using the technical drawing for measurements, a base board which matched the exact outer shape of
the soundboard was made. Bulkheads which matched the technical drawings in key areas were then
made (minus the baseboard height and rib thickness).These bulkheads were then glued to the baseboard
in preparation for blocking up the mould; they were used as a guide for carving the mould to shape.
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Gradually the mould was blocked up; care was taken to remove as much material as possible to save
time in the carving process and to keep the weight down. After the mould had been blocked up, chisels,
a block plane and a spoke shave were used to remove excess material from the mould.

The photo below shows the inside of the mould, it is semi hollow to lighten the mould and to allow the
neck block to be unscrewed when the bowl is complete.

After the mould was finished, it was waxed and varnished to prevent the ribs sticking to it during the
gluing operation.

A simple removable mounting arm (tulip wood), was made and fitted to the underside of the mould for
use in making the bowl. This mounting arms allows the mould to be lifted off the work bench and
clamped into a vice, this allows the instrument maker complete access around the entirety of the mould
when the bowl is being made.

Making the Neck Block
The wood used for the neck block is poplar; poplar is a light and soft wood that was known to be used
as a neck block material by lute makers in the Renaissance period.
A block of poplar was planed flat and square using a block plane, after which it was attached to the
mould using two screws fitted from the inside. The block was fitted to the mould with screws rather
than glue as when the bowl is complete the block becomes part of the instrument and has to be
separated from the mould, the easiest way to do this is to attach it in a manner that it can be easily
removed. After the block was fitted it was shaped to match a continuation of the mould curvature, the
front then tapered down to match the neck join as per the technical drawing. The neck block was
shaped using chisels and scrapers. The front of the neck block is angled to accept the neck; the angle of
this join was decided by looking at the joins of extant lutes, and taking into consideration the shape of
the harp-lute bowl.
The photo below shows the shaped poplar neck block being fitted to the mould with two screws.

Here we can see the completed neck block attached to the finished mould, it has been marked for the
placement of the ribs.

Building the Harp-Lute Bowl
After the mould and neck block were completed it was time to start making the bowl. The bowl is
made out of 41 pieces of sycamore with each piece being separated with ebony spacers. The number of
ribs used is based on the test piece experiments and interrogation of the woodcut. The use of spacers
between the ribs is indicated in the woodcut plate. Sycamore and ebony were woods commonly used in
the construction of historic lute bowls, many extant instruments have bowls made from these woods.
The sycamore ribs were cut from a solid block and then planed down to a thickness of 1.3mm using a
block plane. The ebony spacers were purchased pre-cut with dimensions of 1mm x 2.7mm.

Once the ribs were prepared, each one was bent over a hot iron in turn to fit its place on the mould as
per the technical drawing. The first sycamore rib was shaped roughly to the drawing using a block
plane, it was then glued down using animal glue onto the neck block; it was then screwed into the back

of the mould to keep it in place. Once the centre rib was in place, a chisel was used to neaten it up and
give it its final shape.

After the centre strip had dried for around 10 minutes, one of the ebony spacers was glued to one side
of the sycamore rib. It was kept in place by pins hammered into the mould at an angle pushing the
spacers onto the rib.

The ebony spacers were bent over a hot iron to fit the mould just like the ribs. After the spacer had
been fitted to one side of the centre rib, it was then time to fit the spacer on the other side. After both
sides of the rib had been fitted with spacers it was then time to fit the second sycamore rib on the left
side of the first spacer fitted. Once again the rib was bent on the bending iron so that it fitted its place
on the mould; it was then shaped with a block plane. The rib was then fitted to the side of the spacer
using the same method of pining. After that rib was pinned in place, the rib for the other side was
fitted, and then it was back to the other side to fit another spacer. The whole process was just repeated
over and over again until the bowl started getting more and more complete.

After a period of nearly a month it was complete.

In an ideal world I would have left longer drying time in-between the fitting of ribs and spacers or even
worked on multiple bowls at the same time, however time constraints meant this was not possible.
After every fitting of a rib or spacer, time was taken to clean up the join with a chisel and scraper before
the next piece was fitted. This was of course carried out after the joins had dried after a suitable amount
of time.
One mistake that I made during this process was not strapping down the ribs in place after each
gluing operation, this would have ensured the shape of the bowl fitted the shape of the mould more
closely.Because of time constraints I had to build the bowl without doing this, this was despite knowing
that it would most likely have an adverse effect on the shape of the bowl.
Making and Gluing on the Cap
The purpose of the cap is to provide additional support for the bowl during its life; it also keeps the ribs
and spacers together when the bowl is removed from the mould.
The cap was made from a piece of sycamore (the same as the ribs); it was planned to thickness using a
block plane. As there is no visible cap in the woodcut of the harp-lute, I designed the size and length of
the cap by looking at the cap on the Magno Tieffenbrucker drawing and also other caps on extant lutes
surveyed in various publications. The cap was shaped using a chisel and a block plane.
Before the cap was fitted, it was clamped flat to a workbench and an ebony spacer was glued and
pined to it to make it the same aesthetically as the rest of the bowl. The cap was then gradually glued
round the back of the bowl in steps using cam clamps.

Removing the Bowl from the Mould
After the cap had been fitted, the bowl was removed from the mould. The screws holding the neck
block and centre rib on were removed and the bowl was lifted off, thankfully the wax on the mould did
its job and removal of the bowl was successful.
Making and Fitting the Counter Cap
A counter cap was then made from spruce and bent to fit the inside shape of the bowl. The counter cap
strengthens the bowl from the inside, it keeps the ribs joined together and offers extra gluing surface for
when the soundboard is fitted. Lute builders in the Renaissance appear to have preferred the use of a
light spruce counter cap; this was a constructional adjustment from earlier lute designs in which large
blocks of wood were fitted near the bridge of the instrument. The counter cap was glued to the bowl
using animal glue and held in place using cam clamps; it was then trimmed to fit the shape of the bowl
using a block plane and chisel.

Fitting the Lining
As per common practice in lute making, parchment lining was glued onto the joins of the inside of the
bowl to give it extra strength. I opted to line the joins with thin pieces of parchment in an effort to

avoid adding additional weight to the instrument, sometime later however I realised this may have been
a mistake.

Whilst visiting the ‘Musikinstrumenten-Museum’ in Berlin I was able to view the inside of some extant
lutes, I realised that many of the old lutes seemed to have every inch of the inside lined with old paper.
This instantly made sense in regards to the strength and longevity of the bowl.

If I were to make a second instrument I would certainly line the inside of the bowl in this manner.
Cleaning and Trimming the Bowl

After the counter cap and linings were fitted the bowl was cleaned up with a scraper. The base of the
bowl was also slightly trimmed and adjusted to ensure that it was sitting flat in preparation for the
fitting of the soundboard. Because I had not strapped the bowl down onto the mould during its
construction, there were some irregularities in its shape which were quite difficult to adjust. The
outcome is that there are some level differences around the edge of the bowl; these are due to the odd
manner in which it was constructed.

Joining and Planing the Soundboard
A set of book matched spruce was used for the soundboard of the instrument. Spruce or pine was the
most common soundboard material for old lutes as evidenced in numerous extant examples.
The first task was to join the soundboard; to do this both parts of the soundboard were clamped
down on top of each other and their edges planed flush with one another using a jointer plane.

The join was checked by placing the two boards next to each other on a light box and observing if any
light was coming through the join. When the two pieces of the soundboard made a good join, they
were glued together with animal glue and placed in-between large clamps overnight to make sure that
the join was good and strong.
When the join had dried, the soundboard was then removed from the clamps and planed down to a
thickness of 1.1mm using a block plane and a scraper. The thickness of the soundboard was checked
throughout the process using a thickness gauge.

Cutting the Soundboard to Shape
Once the soundboard had been planed to thickness, a template was made of the soundboard shape
using the technical drawing for dimensions. The template was made from very thin plywood. The
shape of the harp-lute was marked on the soundboard using the template; it was then roughly cut to
shape on a band saw (allowing an inch extra around the edge in case there was a need for adjustments).
Cutting Out and Making the Rosette
After the soundboard had been shaped and prepared to thickness, it was then time to make and install
the rosette. The design for the rosette was marked on the soundboard using a template made from an
enlarged image of the rosette depicted in the woodcut.
First the centre part of the sound hole was removed using a circle cutter, and then the soundboard
design was carved with a fine carving chisel. The carved design was then filled with a mixture of ebony
dust and animal glue.

The design was then scraped flat with a scraper. Parchment was then cut out of sheets using a scalpel
and built up in layers to make up the design for the rosette. It is unclear looking at the woodcut if the
rosette was carved out of the soundboard or inlayed with a parchment centre. Believing that the rosette
was similar in design to those seen in dulcimers and hackbretts of the time, I opted to produce a part
inlayed and part parchment rosette.

Making, Marking Out and Gluing on the Barring
The barring is made out of blocks of spruce; before use, the blocks were planed square and to size using
a block plane. Spruce seems to have been the most common wood for barring used in old lutes. The
sizes of the bars were decided upon based on information from the Magno Tieffenbrucker chitarrone
drawing by Ian Harwood, and information on lute barring discussed by Robert Lundberg in his
Historical Lute Construction book.
The marking out for the barring became quite complicated, this was because unfortunately, the
location of the instruments sound hole does not fit in with any known historical lute barring patterns.
In the end a compromise was reached and one of the main braces was removed, the rest of the braces
were moved up to fit a more standard lute barring pattern.
In hindsight I should have altered the barring pattern completely rather than adjust it to fit a know
pattern, however I wanted to see if the instrument would work using an accepted barring placement
first. If I was to make a second instrument, I would certainly develop a new barring pattern which took
into consideration the large and angled nature of the instruments bridge.

After the barring had been marked out, it was glued in place using animal glue and clamped into a go
bar deck.

After the barring had been left to dry overnight, the soundboard was then removed from the go bar
deck and then the barring was shaped to size using a chisel and a block plane.

Making the Neck
The neck is made from a block of sycamore; this is an accepted timber to use for lute necks, however
some may believe it to be an unusual choice as historically a lot of necks on extant lutes would have
been made from a softer and lighter wood such as poplar.
This would have been in an effort to keep the weight of the instrument down. Sycamore was chosen
because I was concerned about the strength of the neck given the tension it would be under, in
hindsight I could probably have opted for a lighter wood. The neck was made using details from the
technical drawing of the lute mould and the Tieffenbrucker chitarrone drawing.
The block of sycamore was taken and planed flat and square using a block plane, the angle for the
join with the neck block was then marked onto the block and it was cut with a saw and planed flat so
that it made a good join. Once the angles matched, the neck was temporarily attached to the neck
block/mould using a screw as can be seen below.

Once attached then neck was then shaped using chisels a rasp and a scraper, the dimensions for the
curvature of the neck were taken from the technical drawing. When the neck had been shaped it was
then removed from the neck block and it was adjusted to allow for fitting of the headstock. You can see
the toothed joint design below.

An ebony veneer was also added to the front of the neck, this was added for mainly aesthetic reasons. It
was glued on using animal glue and held in place with cam clamps.

Designing and Turning the Harp-Lute Pegs
The design for the harp-lute pegs was taken from the depiction of the harp-lute in plate XXXVI of
Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum. The exact shape of the pegs is not entirely clear and there is no
information on the taper of the pegs.
The details of the pegs as evident in the woodcut can be seen in the image below.

Where information was missing, photographs and details of pegs from extant instruments were used as
a guide, these were found in sources such as the MIMO website and in books like Robert Lundberg’s
Historic Lute Construction. The finished design is based on a combination of these sources.
The wood used for the finished pegs is pear, this fruitwood was commonly used for musical instrument
pegs and many extant lutes have pegs made of this wood. It is regarded as a stable and suitable wood for
the manufacture of instrument tuning pegs. 31
A motorised wood lathe was used to produce the first test pegs.

The motorised lathe works on the same principle as a foot operated lathe, just with a motor for added
convenience. The process of turning the wood was carried out using wood lathe chisels and gouges,
much like the turning tools that would have been used in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.32 A
set of callipers were used to check that the pegs were turned to the correct diameter in all places.
31
32

Lundberg, Robert., Historical Lute Construction (Guild of American Luthiers, 2000). 68.

Rettie, Thomas., About Medieval and Renaissance Lathes, Blood and Sawdust.
(http://www.bloodandsawdust.com/sca/lathes.html). 2006.

For the harp-lute pegs, a plastic template was made of the peg head detail so it could be checked against
the peg when it was being turned.

Some turned pegs (pre finishing) and some peg blanks can be seen below.

In total over thirty pegs were made so that there were some spares. Here you can see the setup for
drilling the string holes in the centre of the pegs.

After the pegs had been made on the lathe, the taper of the pegs were finished and adjusted with a peg
shaver. The other parts of the pegs were tidied up with abrasive paper and a scraper.

Making the Headstock and Fitting the Nut
The headstock is made from sycamore, as per the neck sycamore was chosen because of the expected
high tension from the strings. The headstock was designed using the woodcut plate; it was shaped using
chisels and a block plane. As the woodcut is quite unclear in regards to the headstock, a fair degree of
artist license was employed in its design.
The image below shows the trial fitting of some of the turned tuning pegs on the roughly shaped
headstock.

Where possible I tried to match the shape that was apparent in the woodcut, this included adding a
slight scroll type design on the right hand side of the woodcut.

The nut is made from sycamore and ebony; it was glued to the surface of the headstock using cam
clamps. I certainly think that this needs reconsideration and do not wish to convey this as the best

solution for the nut on this instrument, it is more a compromise based on the design and construction
of other elements of the instrument.

Neck and Headstock Join
The photos below show the design and construction of the neck to headstock join. As the woodcut
shows us no information regarding the neck/headstock join, the design that has been used is completely
speculative. The design is a male/female toothed type pattern which is completely of my own design; it
is not based on any historical join as far as I am aware. The idea was to make a join which would stop
the headstock from tipping forward under the tension of all the strings. I had spent some time looking
at various historic neck joins from different instrument families, but was not able to find anything that I
felt was suitable. I am however interested in suggestions for possible historic solutions to this join.

Fitting and Gluing on the Neck
After the neck had been fully shaped and the headstock join had been made, it was then time for the
neck to be permanently fixed to the neck block. The neck was held upright it a vice while the neck
block and bowl were slowly screwed into place, before they touched, animal glue was added to the join
and then the bowl was screwed tightly onto the neck. The join was then left to dry overnight.
Historically the neck would have been nailed to the neck block from the inside via a very large nail,

because of this I decided to leave the screw in the neck (in place of a nail) to offer additional strength to
the join.

Making the Bridge

Unfortunately I must confess that in my haste I neglected to take photos of the bridge while it was
being made. The bridge is made from pear wood; this wood was chosen because historically a lot of
lute bridges on extant instruments were made from it.
A large block of pear wood was taken and planed square and flat using a block plane and a scraper.
Using the scale drawing of the instrument as a guide, a template for the bridge was made and the rough
shape of the bridge was cut out of the pear block using a band saw. Bridge details where then added at
either end of the bridge using small files and a carving knife. Whilst the main part of the bridge was still
a square block, the holes for the strings were marked in their correct positions as per the scale drawing.
A complicated angled jig was then arranged on a pillar drill to allow for the holes to be drilled straight
though the bridge at the angle that it would be positioned on the instrument. After the holes had been
drilled the bridge was then put into a vice and the various angles and lips of the bridge which secure
and act as the saddle for the strings were added.

The design for the various angles of the bridge was taken from Robert Lundberg’s exploration of extant
lute bridges in his Historic Lute Construction book.

Gluing on the Bridge
After the bridge was complete it was then time to fit it to the soundboard. Because of its length, a
special board was made out of MDF which allowed the barring of the instrument to slot through the
board. This allowed the soundboard to lie flat and meant that maximum pressure could be applied to
the bridge whilst it was being glued down.

The bridge was glued on using animal glue. Cam clamps and a special caul were used to keep the bridge
in position during the gluing operation. The bridge was left to dry overnight and any excess glue was
removed the following morning with a chisel and scraper.

Gluing on the Soundboard
After the bridge had been glued onto the soundboard it was then ready to be fitted to the lute bowl, the
soundboard was glued at the neck block first and then gradually glued bit by bit around the
circumference of the body. Strong masking tape was used to keep the soundboard in position during
gluing and drying. The soundboard was then left to dry overnight, in the morning the edges of the
soundboard were cleaned up and trimmed flush with the outer surface of the bowl using a chisel and
scraper.

Binding the Soundboard
The woodcut of the Praetorius harp-lute appears to show that the soundboard is bound as one might
expect on a lute of the period, the binding appears to be quite wide in places. It was decided that ebony
binding would be used to bind the top as it is both historically accurate and matched the rest of the
instrument aesthetically.
The areas of the soundboard that were to be bound were removed using a scalpel and fine chisel; the
edges were then tidied up with a diamond file. After all the areas to be bound had been removed, ebony
binding was bent to shape on a bending iron and fitted around the body using animal glue. The ebony
was held in place using extra strong masking tape. After the binding had dried, the edges were cleaned
up with a chisel and scraper so they were flush with the surface of the bowl and soundboard.

It should be noted that I was in quite a rush when fitting the binding and some parts of it are not fitted
as well as they could have been, this is something I hope to rectify in the future. I also realised at a later
time that instead of removing the whole area of the soundboard for binding (as you do with a guitar),
that only the top layer of soundboard should have been removed. Consequently the instrument is a bit
fragile in a few places around its edge.
Gluing on the Headstock
Below is a photo of the headstock of the harp-lute being glued on with animal glue, the instrument was
held in place in a vice via the neck during the operation. Animal glue was added to the joint and the
headstock was clamped in place using a cam clamp, it was then left to dry overnight. next morning the
clamp was removed from the instrument and it was then ready for the next stage in the construction
process. In hindsight this setup was floored and did not offer the best level of clamping pressure for the
gluing operation, this is something that was later rectified when the instrument had to be repaired (as
discussed later).

Strings and Tuning

The table below shows the calculations for the strings required for the Praetorius harp lute, the
calculations were made using Arto’s string calculator. 33 The strings chosen are all made from gut (as
decided during the planning for the project), the calculations are all based on a’ = 466 Hz with all
strings having a tension of 3.5Kg. 466 Hz was chosen as the pitch standard as this is regarded by some
scholars as the most likely to have been used by Praetorius, this is based on the assimilation of
information included in his works on instruments. All the strings were given a tension of 3.5Kg to
allow for an even spread of tension across the headstock for the initial stages of the reconstruction
process. Adjustment of the string tension values will be carried out during future investigations of the
instrument.
The diameters in red are the calculated required diameters; the diameters in green are the diameters of
strings actually obtained. The suppliers of the strings are also listed, Gamut for the highest three strings
and Bow Brand for the rest of the strings.
The instrument is tuned in a diatonic major scale starting on c’’ over three octaves. The lowest string
is G, this is because it is the dominant note within the major scale C.

Praetorius Harp Lute - String Diameter Table – a’ = 466 Hz
String
String
String
Material
Note Frequency
Number Lengths Material Density
Value (Hz)
(Kg/m3)
1
430
Gut
1300
c’’
554.17
2
448
Gut
1300
b’
523.07
3
466
Gut
1300
a’
466
4
485
Gut
1300
g’
415.16
5
493
Gut
1300
f’
369.86
6
512
Gut
1300
e’
349.11
7
530
Gut
1300
d’
311.02
8
548
Gut
1300
c’
277.09
9
567
Gut
1300
b
261.53
10
585
Gut
1300
a
233
11
603
Gut
1300
g
207.58
12
630
Gut
1300
f
184.93
13
649
Gut
1300
e
174.55
14
667
Gut
1300
d
155.51
15
685
Gut
1300
c
138.54
16
704
Gut
1300
B
130.77
17
722
Gut
1300
A
116.5
18
750
Gut
1300
G
103.79
19
759
Gut
1300
F
92.47
33

Tension Diameter Actual String
(Kg)
(mm)
Diameter
(mm)
3.5
0.385
Gamut 0.40
3.5
0.391
Gamut 0.40
3.5
0.422
Gamut 0.44
3.5
0.455
Bow B 0.47
3.5
0.503
Bow B 0.52
3.5
0.513
Bow B 0.52
3.5
0.556
Bow B 0.58
3.5
0.604
Bow B 0.62
3.5
0.618
Bow B 0.64
3.5
0.673
Bow B 0.70
3.5
0.733
Bow B 0.76
3.5
0.787
Bow B 0.80
3.5
0.809
Bow B 0.85
3.5
0.884
Bow B 0.90
3.5
0.966
Bow B 1.0
3.5
0.966
Bow B 1.0
3.5
1.09
Bow B 1.15
3.5
1.178
Bow B 1.20
3.5
1.306
Bow B 1.36

Wikla, Arto., New String Calculator, Helsinki. (http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/wikla/mus/NewScalc/). 2007.

20
21
22
23

786
814
840
850

Gut
Gut
Gut
Gut

1300
1300
1300
1300

E
D
C
G,

87.28
77.75
69.27
51.89

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

1.337
1.449
1.576
2.079

Bow B 1.36
Bow B 1.52
Bow B 1.6
Bow B 2.10

Completing the Praetorius Harp-Lute
After all the parts were assembled together the instrument was nearly complete, the pegs were then
added to the headstock and the instrument was ready to be strung.
Below you can see the Praetorius harp-lute in its completed form (prior to finishing). To prepare the
instrument for finishing the instrumented needed to be cleaned, for this I used a small scraper to
remove any dirt or excess glue that was left on the instrument from the making process.

The pictures show the instrument with the strings loosely attached, these were fitted so that I could
check the paths of the strings for cutting the slots in the nut. It took a good few hours to adjust the
string spacing and to cut the nut slots for optimum stability of the strings, the nuts slots were cut using
a set of modern nut files.
During the fitting of the strings the instrument seemed quite stable under a light tension, however
stringing the instrument revealed some minor problems with the way the strings reached the tuning
pegs. Where the strings came off the top of the nut, the path they followed to the tuning pegs meant
that they were fouling on the edge of the headstock. This required some minor removal of material
from the headstock which was a quickly carried out using a chisel.
After the minor issues were fixed, the instrument was strung and ready to be setup and tuned ready
for playing.
Headstock Break during Tuning
During tuning of the instrument at 466 Hz the instrument unfortunately broke at the headstock/neck
join, fortunately the break was very minor. Tuning was nearly complete and I was simply at the stage of
adjusting the tuning on some strings that had de-tuned when the break occurred. Closer inspection of
the break revealed that the glue join between the mating parts of the neck and headstock were extremely
poor, in fact there was actually very little holding the two parts together.
This was obviously a serious error on my part, not only had I not used enough glue I had also not
joined the mating parts in the best way. Considering how poor the joint was I was quite amazed at how
long it lasted before it failed.

Repairing the Praetorius Harp-Lute
Having seen the errors I had made, I adjusted the mating parts of the neck and headstock so they were a
better fit. Once the joint had been checked, I re-glued it using a fresh batch of animal glue which I
applied much more liberally than the first time. I was also able to adjust some wooden clamps to give
more clamping pressure on the join during the gluing operation. The operation to re-fit the headstock
was substantially adjusted and improved compared with the first attempt.
Finishing the Repaired Praetorius Harp-Lute
After the harp-lute had been repaired it was then time to give it a finish, I had hoped to varnish the
instrument and to have experimented in making various types of historical varnishes, but I simply ran
out of time to do this. a compromise and to give the instrument some form of protection, I simply
oiled it with lemon oil and then added an additional coating of wax to the bowl. This is a less than ideal
finish for the instrument and I do hope to give it a proper varnish finish at some stage in the future.

Tuning Pitch Adjustment
Because of the headstock failing during tuning at 466 Hz, I decided to adjust the pitch standard to be
440 Hz (Modern Pitch Standard), this was a precaution for the newly repaired joint as it would lower

the tension exerted on the headstock by the strings. It should be noted however that I believe poor
construction was to blame for the headstock break in the first instance, rather than the tension from the
strings.
Tuning of the instrument at 440 Hz was successful, however some of the strings did not sound good.
The lowest string G, sounded very poor indeed. For this string to sound better its tuning should be
adjusted and also its diameter, even at a pitch of 466 Hz I do not believe it is capable of producing a
good sound. The string is simply to wide and stiff to offer a good tone at such a low tuning.
Current State of the Instrument
At this present time I have not attempted to tune every string on the instrument at 466 Hz, this is
however one of the next tasks for my further investigation of the instrument. Some minor repairs to the
instrument are required before any further practical investigations of the instrument can be carried out.
One this that has become apparent, is that removal of one of the main bars from the soundboard had
caused a weakness in the top when the instrument is tuned to pitch. The soundboard tends to bow
rather heavily at the centre line of the rosette when under full tension. This is certainly a good
indication that the current barring pattern is in need of some drastic modification. Some alternative
barring placements should be investigated and designed for any future reconstructions.
At some stage it would as be prudent to redo the binding so that the instrument is stronger around
the edge of the soundboard.
Viability (Brief Overview)
From the research and practical work undertaken it seems extremely plausible that, for a period of time
at least, the harp-lute depicted in Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum was viable and did exist. It
seems highly unlikely that Praetorius, a deeply religious and moral man would have included the
depiction of an instrument if it did not actually exist at the time. As Praetorius gives us little reason to
doubt his honesty, we must assume that as per his description in the index, the harp-lute was a ‘new
instrument’ (at least to him) at the time the Theatrum Instrumentorum went to print.
Without evidence regarding the internal construction of the instrument and external details such as
the neck join, it is currently impossible to know for certain how well designed and durable the original
instrument was. The reconstruction is therefore limited in its accuracy because of a lack of primary
evidence, thus it can only tell us so much about the instrument at this time. However, using lute
construction techniques of the period coupled with speculative interventions has enabled a
reconstruction of the instrument to be completed.
In its current form and despite earlier setbacks, the instrument seems fairly stable. Given the fact some
of its construction is of amateurish quality, its durability thus far is quite encouraging. A long period of
active use at an accepted pitch stand is however required to ascertain its real stability.
Evaluating the instruments viability theoretically, one might question its longevity; there are (to my
knowledge) no other instruments since Praetorius’s harp-lute that have had such a large number of
strings meeting on an unsupported arm. The fact that there is no known extant example of this
instrument or any further primary evidence pertaining to it, may suggest that it was a prototype or a
one off commission that simply did not survive through the ages. Whatever the reason for its creation
and ultimate demise, one is inclined to suggest that the instruments design may have meant that it
either broke under the tension of the strings or was damaged irreparably due to the awkward extended
headstock.

In reality, we may never know how viable this instrument was unless further period information
comes to light. However, given my limited experience and knowledge of lute type instruments, I am
confident that there are others out there that are able to offer information which will help improve our
understanding of this instrument.
Conclusion
The project as a whole was extremely enlightening; during the research process many interesting sources
regarding the origin, viability, use and construction of the harp-lute were investigated. It would be
misleading however to state that any definitive information about the instrument was found, as no
additional period sources were discovered. What can be said is that a number of plausible theories have
been developed using combinations of various period research materials. These new theories have the
potential to become the foundations for future research on the instrument, and for that alone the
project has been successful. With this in mind, it seems fair to say that what has been undertaken in the
entirety of this project is the most detailed investigation of the Praetorius harp-lute in recent times.
The project has of course had its fair share of problems, the short duration and pressure of the MA
meant that it was at times difficult to balance the different parts of the project. In reality the scope of
the project was too large for the duration of the course; as a result this had a negative effect on some
aspects of the projects development. A true understanding of the complexity of the practical
reconstruction of the instrument was not understood until quite late into the project, this meant the
time balance between research and practical work was incorrectly allocated. In an attempt to create an
in-depth and academic investigation of the Praetorius harp-lute, too much time was spent on research
and the practical work suffered because of this. I was of course able to construct the instrument within
the timescale, but it is very much a prototype and as such contains many constructional compromises
and parts that were rushed. Having a working reconstruction of the harp-lute is of course an excellent
outcome, but in the rush to get it completed I had to deviate and adjust my plans for its construction.
At times some of the compromises that were made were contrary to the research I had spent so long
compiling, this is something which I regret. In addition to adjusting the instruments design, the rush to
complete it also resulted in some subpar craftsmanship which I feel may have restricted the authenticity
of instrument and made it unnecessarily fragile in places. However, the construction is of sufficient
quality to answer many of the questions posed by the project, it also succeeds in proving the harp-lutes
viability as a musical instrument to a fair degree.
What can be said of the instrument is that using historical construction techniques and materials
surveyed from period texts and extant instruments, a working instrument has been produced. By
investigating and reconstructing the instrument it now seems possible to say with some authority that
the instrument is plausible in its design, this is despite of its lengthy unsupported headstock. Although
we cannot prove that some of the constructional elements of the harp-lute reconstruction are
historically accurate, the fact that it has been successfully constructed using historical lute construction
techniques is encouraging.
I believe there is still a lot to learn about this instrument, I would welcome other researchers to
investigate the instrument further and hopefully increase our knowledge of it.
Future Work
The ultimate goal of this project was to open up the debate on the harp-lute depicted in Michael
Praetorius’s Theatrum Instrumentorum, with this in mind I aim to investigate this instrument further
with the input of other researchers.

At some stage I hope to edit the full version of my MA dissertation and submit it to a musical
instrument journal for publication.
At present it is difficult (without additional primary evidence) to prove or disprove how the
instrument was constructed, and in that regard how accurate the reconstruction project has been. It is
hoped that with additional input from organologists, musicologists and luthiers a better understanding
of the instrument as a whole can be gained.
Please feel free to contact me at slgabriel85@gmail.com if you have any comments or suggestions
regarding the reconstruction project.
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